Our Vision

For over 20 years our proposal has been to create a technology company
that would lead the world market’s future fuel technologies, trying to
change many paradigms and preconceptions both based on geography and
technology. Galileo is not just a technology manufacturer. Our vision is to
foresee how and where the fuel market is heading to in an attempt to
satisfy the ever increasing demand and to be as friendly to the environment
and as safe and economical as possible. Natural gas, in all its applications,
has proven to be the most abundant, economical, versatile and safe to
replace liquid fuels in all transport applications, and the industry and our
ongoing challenge is, and shall be, to create products that make its use
easier and more efficient to operate. Along this journey we have,
undoubtedly, become the most innovative company in our industry and we
strongly believe there is no better way to introduce us than to show what
we have achieved over the years at all latitudes of the planet.
Osvaldo del Campo

CEO

On the Edge
of the World
Our History
Argentina has the privilege of being
one of the leading countries regarding
Natural Gas usage as the keystone of
its energy matrix. This positioning,
combined with years of experience,
places Argentina as a model for
countries seeking the benefits of this
alternative fuel.
Galileo was born in Argentina, has
been active in developing Natural Gas
applications and has expanded in the
world bringing creativity,
technological innovation and
commitment.
Through the years the company has
grown to become a world supplier,
the state-of-the-art technology leader
and the only one to offer the entire
range of equipment for Natural Gas
applications.

Galileo in the World

Worldwide
supply and
support

Timeline
2011
Nanobox

introduction of first
high flow modular
station for small
and medium fleets.

Virtual Pipeline
introduction.
First Gas
engine
Microbox.

1999

1998
Argentina’s first
packaged regulating
stations development.

First CNG
Station and
convertion
vehicles in
Argentina.

1993

1987
1984

Galileo
Group
creation.

1994

First Microbox in the
world – modular CNG
station with control,
safety and remote control
automatic systems.

1995

Development of
underground pressure
regulating stations for
distribution networks.

1996

1997
Microbox 110 and EM
Dispenser introduction.

First exports:
introduction of our
modular dispenser line
built with incorporated
canopy.

2000

2001

Introduction of
Cryomat technology
for Virtual Pipeline
systems.

MX-200
compressor line
introduction

2007
2003

2008

New manufacturing
facility opening.

2010

2009
Compressor MX-500
line for gas production
and transport and
Microbox-Core
introduction.

The World’s largest
CNG station opening
(46 horses, Singapore).

First CNG Station
opening in Asia
and India.
First Virtual Pipeline
Opening for cities,
industries and CNG
stations supply.

Microskid Process
introduction.
Coldbox technology
launch for cryogenic
vehicle filling.

Introduction of
MX 500
MX 1000
MX 1500

OUR COMPANY
The advanced technology
provided by the Company includes
compression, decompression,
regulation and transport of natural
gas. An international network of
associates, distributors and
representatives, sells, installs and
services our product lines in the
five Continents.

Most northern
CNG station

Hammerfest, Norway

Our Vision
To maintain our CNG
technology leadership in
the world, providing our
customers with
innovative, integral and
high performance
solutions. We intend to
lower the entry barriers
to this business by
making our equipment
easier for their users to
operate it.

Our Principles
CUSTOMERS

Help our customers develop their own
business by adapting our products and
services to their needs. This was, is and
shall be the key to our success.

FLEXIBILITY

Within a global business, conditions vary
radically between markets. Being flexible
and adapting to such different
circumstances is one of our most
appreciated characteristics.

DIVERSIFICATION

To identify the markets
present needs and to
project future ones.
To provide the best technical
solutions available today
and to use creativity to
anticipate future possibilities.

Economic demand cycles have different
timing in different markets and sectors.
In order to preserve our growth-trends, the
company is diversifying its markets and
product-lines in the energy sector.

INNOVATION

In a world of constant change, Galileo
stands out when it comes to anticipating
technical solutions for future market needs.

STRATEGIC PARTNERS
We share our creativity with our suppliers
and dealers, incorporating their know-how
and ideas in our designs. This speeds up
our development project, and leads to a
better and more reliable final product.

OUR PEOPLE

We recognize that the achievements of a
company are merit of the enthusiasm and
dedication of its people. Our staff is young,
dynamic and creative. It is our aim to
provide our people with a platform for both
their personal and professional development
as well as their progress in the company.

Research and
Development
R&D is an essential part of our
business, be it for product
improvement or for future needs. We
gather suggestions from our
customers, distributors and suppliers.
All these, combined with our
service-department reports,
constitute the base for our on-going
improvement program. At the same
time, our permanent contact with our
international customers guides our
new product development.
Galileo budgets significant resources
to the engineering, design,
development and testing of its
equipment. This allows us to offer
state-of-art, high performance
products which are reliable, safe and
simple to install and operate, thus
minimizing our customer’s operating
costs.

Exports

Bulgaria

Offering Natural
Gas solutions in
over 64 countries

FIRST CNG EXPORT USING
ANTONOV AIR FREIGHT (AUG 2001).

Portugal

Madrid

Fastest
& biggest
bus filling
station

OUR PRODUCTS

COMPRESSION
SYSTEMS
CNG STATIONS
The CNG Station`s product line includes a
complete set of state of the art solutions,
oriented to develop a profitable and reliable
CNG filling station business. This Division
includes the following main products:

Gigabox
Microbox
Core
Nanobox
Femtobox
CNG Dispenser
Gas Dryers

OIL & GAS
Microskid Process is Galileo’s line of heavy
compression systems; specifically designed to fulfill
the special requirements of process equipment.

Wellhead Compressors
Gas Lift Compressors
Gathering Compressors
Reinjection Compressors
Pipeline Compressors

CNG STATIONS

Microbox

The Core Compression System is the corner
stone of a CNG station. It combines all the
virtues of our MX compressor line with Galileo’s
integration technology and experience.
The core is our simplest and most economic
solution to CNG needs and allows different
solutions for different requirements. The Core is
the basic piece on which a modular system can
be built. It allows you to seamlessly integrate any
of our modules according to your needs. This
way our clients can start from most reliable and
simplest configuration and can later upgrade it as
required to include the most sophisticated
options that only Galileo offers.
Galileo’s Core Compression system can be
seamlessly upgraded all the way to a Microbox
by adding a Microbox Armoured Cabin. This
allows us to integrate storage, electric and
control board, regulating and metering station in
a single plug&play unit. The Microbox is Galileo’s
top-of-the-line fully integrated compression
system for CNG Stations.

Peru

CNG STATIONS

CNG STATIONS

Nanobox
Nanobox is Galileo’s Plug-and-Play
CNG compressor-package,
specifically designed for private
NGV fleets and small CNG
filling-stations. This equipment
provides a convenient and
attractive solution for the needs
of this market.
The package integrates
compression, storage and a
complete CNG dispenser in
a single unit.
Nanobox covers a wide range of
inlet pressures. There are also
options with remote dispatch (not
incorporated in the Nanobox).
Nanobox® is an integral solution
that allows compressing, storing
and dispatching CNG with a single
unit.

Hammerfest, Norway

CNG STATIONS

Norway

FemtoBox
FEMTOBOX is Galileo’s new
Plug-and-Play CNG compressor
package, specifically designed for
small NGV fleets and very small
CNG filling-stations. This equipment
provides a convenient and
attractive solution for the needs of
this market. The package
integrates compression, storage
and CNG dispenser in a single unit.
FEMTOBOX is Galileo’s answer to
very small scale, simplicity and
cost effectiveness requirements.
Like all our products, Galileo’s
FEMTOBOX is an integral solution.
By applying original innovations an
efficient refill is achieved with a
compact unit of low cost of
installation and operation.

CNG DISPENSERS
The EM dispenser line represents state-of-the-art
technology for CNG refilling. They are easy to
install, operate and maintain. The design and
quality of components assure quick and safe
refueling and accurate measurement. These
compact and modern units can even be installed
next to conventional liquid fuel dispensers.

This line of products is oriented to different
types of upstream compression applications,
such us, wellhead, re-injection, gathering,
transport, fuelbooster. Microskid Process is
Galileo’s line of heavy compression systems;
specifically designed to fulfill the special
requirements of process equipment. GALILEO
compressors are configured to meet the
specific needs of each user. In all cases
reliability and longevity are important design
factors. Conservative engineering guidelines,
as outlined in API-618, are followed to the
extent they are relevant to the design of the
component. Our compressors are the result of
millions of hours of compression experience.
This allows Galileo to offer you the simplest,
trustworthy
and
economic
solution.
Modularity, Reliability and Ease of installation
make Microskid Process the most flexible and
comprehensive
solution
for
all
your
compression needs. The wide range of
compressors that can be constructed from the
combination of our standard modules can
work power ratings up to 830HP, with suction
pressures of 0 to 200 BarG and flow rates
from 2,000 to over 1,000,000 Nm3/day.

At Wellhead applications,
conditioning gas for compression is
the fundamental stage of the process
and which will define the life-span of
compressors. Our units have a
system of horizontal separation with
automatic drain that separates solids
from liquids before entering the
compression system. In this
automatic operating system, once the
collector container is full, the control
panel detects it(,) and re-injects fluids
first on the discharge line, using the
same pipeline for transportation to
the main separation plant.

VIRTUAL
PIPELINE
Combining the most effective compression
and decompression technologies with a
unique material handling system, Galileo
has developed a practical method for
transporting CNG by roads, to supply
natural gas to CNG satellite refueling
stations or for industrial/domiciliary use.
Where distance and demand density
cannot justify the large investment in a
pipeline, our CNG transport system called
Virtual Pipeline may offer a profitable, safe
and efficient alternative for mounting CNG
remote station networks.
This exclusive system of virtual pipeline
revolutions the CNG sales business for
vehicles and NG for industrial/domiciliary
use. VIRTUAL PIPELINE® eliminates all
limitations of areas of development that
the traditional distribution web has. Even
more, it allows making projects of
distribution of CNG highly flexible
orientated towards the satisfaction of
necessities of supplies, perfectly adapting
to significant variations of volumes and
geographical points of supply.

VIRTUAL PIPELINE

Peru

VIRTUAL PIPELINE

VIRTUAL PIPELINE

Dominican Republic

Largest
CNG light
vehicle´s
station.

Singapore

